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CoolTex™Ag Hybrid 
Anterior Closure Knee with 

ROM Hinge (13" & 16")
Application Instructions

Fitting and Application:
1. Open thigh closure and 
unfasten hook and loop straps. 
Determine proper positioning of 
Cor-Trak buttress depending on 
patient need (inferior, superior or 
lateral).

2. If necessary remove 
hinge from brace and 
adjust range of motion 
stops (comes preset at 
10º of extension). Both 
hinges must have the 
same settings for proper 
function. 

3. Slide foot through the sleeve 
and locate bottom of patella 
opening with bottom of the knee 
cap. Make sure center axis of hinge 
is aligned with the center of the 
knee joint.

4. Secure closure across top of 
thigh to desired comfort level.
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A P P L I C A T I O N  I N S T R U C T I O N S  ( c o n t i n u e d )

Care Instructions 
The CoolTex Ag Hybrid Anterior Closure Knee with ROM Hinge may 
be hand washed using warm water and detergent for delicate 
fabrics. Remove ROM Hinge prior to washing. Repeatedly rinse and 
line dry. Do not use bleach or place in a washer or dryer. 

Caution
This product has been designed and tested based on single patient 
use. Since it is a single use device it should never be used by 
multiple patients. If any additional pain or symptoms occur while 
using this device, seek medical attention. 

Indications 
Indicated for medial/lateral instability, muscle/ligament weakness or 
injury, ACL/PCL moderate instability, strains or sprains, meniscal 
injuries and degenerative joint disease.

Contraindications 
Not for use on patients with circulatory or sensation issues. If 
swelling, pain, skin irritation or an unusual reaction occurs, 
discontinue use and consult your medical professional.

Warranty 
Products manufactured by Corflex are warranted to the original 
purchaser against defects in workmanship and material for the life of 
the product. The foregoing warranty shall not apply to normal wear 
and tear; or if the product has been subjected to misuse or 
misapplication the warranty will be voided at the discretion of 
Corflex Global.

5. Starting with strap nearest the 
foot, secure strap through d-ring. 
Tighten to desired comfort level. 
Attach remaining straps in the 
same manner.
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GM-1167-000 1433/2-22

669 EAST INDUSTRIAL PARK DRIVE
MANCHESTER, NH 03109
CORFLEXGLOBAL.COM  |  800 426 7353 

To Reorder

                          XS            S             M              L              XL            2XL         3XL         4XL
 13"             85-8322  85-8323 85-8324  85-8325  85-8326  85-8327 85-8328 85-8329      
 16"             85-8342  85-8343 85-8344  85-8345  85-8346  85-8347 85-8348 85-8349   

6" Above     13"-16"    14"-18"     15"-20"    16"-23"    17"-25"   18"-261/2"   19"-281/2"   21"-301/2"
Patella 
Mid Patella   11"-12"    12"-13"     13"-14"    14"-16"    16"-18"      18"-20"       20"-22"     22"-24"
6" Below      11"-12"    12"-13"     13"-14"    14"-15"    15"-16"      16"-17"      17"-18"     18"-19"
Patella

Product Number

Accessories
Cor-Trak Buttress 10/Pk 88-9000
Cor-Trak Buttress  88-9001

Sizing Guide
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